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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

Among various Phase I clinical trial designs, rule-based standard 3 + 3 designs are the most widely utilized for their simplicity and robustness. It is necessary to define crucial operating characteristics of a Phase I clinical trial before it starts. Based on the assumed probability of dose limiting toxicity (DLT) at each tested dose level, Lin and Shih elaborated formulas to calculate the five key operating characteristics of Phase I clinical trials using the two subtypes of standard 3 + 3 designs (with vs without dose de-escalation): probability of each dose level being chosen as the maximum tolerated dose (MTD); expected number of patients treated at each dose level; expected number of patients experiencing DLT at each dose level; target toxicity level (TTL) (expected probability of DLT at MTD); expected total number of patients experiencing DLT. Understanding these formulas requires advanced statistical knowledge and the formulas are too complicated to be used directly. To facilitate their application, we have developed stand-alone interactive software for convenient calculation of these key operating characteristics. The calculated results are presented in tables and plots that can be saved and easily edited for further use. Some examples of calculation using the software are presented and discussed.

1. Introduction

A Phase I clinical trial is the first test of a new investigational agent in humans after preclinical studies. The primary goal of a Phase I clinical trial is to estimate the maximum tolerated dose (MTD) as a recommended dosage for subsequent Phase II and III clinical trials [1]. For cytotoxic anti-cancer agents, it is generally assumed that both therapeutic and negative adverse effects will increase as the dose of agent increases, so that the MTD is the optimal dosage of the tested drug that maximizes its therapeutic effect within the limit of safe administration [1]. The primary endpoint used to assess the safety of patients is monitored for the frequency, type, and severity of toxicity. Common Toxicity Criteria (CTCAE) established by the National Cancer Institute (NCI) [2]. In practice, the condition of each participating patient is monitored for the frequency, type, and severity of toxicity. Patients are classified as having dose limiting toxicity (DLT) if they have grade 3 or 4 non-hematology toxicity or grade 4 hematology toxicity [3,4]. The MTD can be viewed as the dose associated with a certain probability of a DLT [5]. Usually, patients participate in Phase I cancer clinical trials because they have responded poorly to traditional treatment regimens, and therefore volunteer to receive the Phase I investigational agent as a last resort for their disease. Consequently, even though Phase I cancer clinical trials are not designed to specifically for therapeutic benefit, this is often the expectation of the participants. Optimized designs, that accurately and rapidly determine the MTD, are crucial to minimize the number of patients receiving sub-therapeutic or overly-toxic doses for their treatment and to maximize the number of patients treated at dose levels in the vicinity of the MTD [6].

Many proposed Phase I designs can be classified into two groups based on the algorithm used: rule-based designs (such as standard 3 + 3 designs, accelerated titration designs, etc.) and model-based designs (such as the continual reassessment method (CRM), the escalation with overdose control (EWOC) method, etc.) [1,7–13]. Studies have shown that model-based designs (CRM and EWOC) are better at optimizing the MTD than standard 3 + 3 designs in terms of estimating dose accuracy and trial efficiency when the models employed are...
reliable and the priors of parameters are informative [17,14–16]. But model-based designs require intensive computation and greater involvement of statisticians and are subject to more difficult interpretation [1]. More than 80% of Phase I clinical trials have used standard 3 + 3 design, which remain the most utilized designs due to simplicity of execution and robustness [17,18].

Despite the popularity of standard 3 + 3 designs, their operating characteristics were not fully investigated until Lin and Shin published the exact calculation formulas of the five key characteristics for the two subtypes of standard 3 + 3 designs (with vs without dose de-escalation) [19]. The formulas are based on the assumed true probability of the DLT at each tested dose level. The estimated five key characteristics of a Phase I clinical trial using standard 3 + 3 designs are: 1) the probability of each dose level being chosen as the MTD; 2) the expected number of patients treated at each dose level; 3) the expected number of patients experiencing a DLT at each dose level; 4) the target toxicity level (TTL) (expected probability of a DLT at the MTD); 5) the expected total number of patients experiencing a DLT [19].

In practice, before a Phase I clinical trial starts, it is necessary to identify its crucial operating characteristics in order to address ethical concerns and protect participants as well as maximize therapeutic effect for them [18]. Therefore, the operating characteristics of a Phase I clinical trial need to be estimated in the planning stage [19]. However, understanding the formulas published by Lin and Shin requires advanced statistical knowledge and the formulas are too complicated for general use. To bridge this gap and facilitate the application of these formulas, we have developed interactive stand-alone statistical software that enables clinicians without advanced statistics knowledge to easily estimate the necessary operating characteristics. The calculated results are presented in tables and plots, both of which can be saved and easily edited for further use. Using this software, statisticians, investigators, clinicians, etc. can optimize their Phase I clinical trials according to specific scientific purposes. The software is entitled “Calculator for Operating Characteristics of 3 + 3 Designs” and can be downloaded free from the website: https://scholarblogs.emory.edu/zhengjichen/2017/10/23/chen-zheng-calculator-for-operating-characteristics-of-phase-i-clinical-trials/.

2. Materials and methods

There are two subtypes of rule-based standard 3 + 3 Phase I clinical trial designs: with dose de-escalation and without dose de-escalation. The subtype with dose de-escalation can re-evaluate previously tested dose levels that were tested with only 3 patients before determining the MTD. By contrast, the subtype without dose de-escalation cannot re-evaluate any previous dose levels tested with only 3 patients [18,19]. Therefore, the subtype with dose de-escalation is more conservative during MTD estimation than the subtype without dose de-escalation, leading to a larger total number of patients [18]. The MTD is defined as the highest dose level at which at most 1 of 6 patients experience a DLT during the observation window, and the immediately higher dose level has at least 2 patients who experience DLTs. In the case that all tested dose levels are over-dosed, no dose level is selected as the MTD. On the other hand, when all the dose levels are under-toxic, the highest dose level is selected as the MTD unless a higher dose level is added ad hoc and tested [18,19].

2.1. Schema for standard 3 + 3 phase I design

2.1.1. Standard 3 + 3 phase I design without dose de-escalation

To conduct a Phase I clinical trial using standard 3 + 3 design without dose de-escalation, the work-flow for each dose level is as shown in Fig. 1. Starting from dose level 1, a cohort of 3 patients is entered and treated at the recommended dose level. The next cohort of 3 patients will be held until the toxicity responses of the previous cohort of 3 patients have been obtained and the newly recommended dose level has been determined. Assuming that the newly recommended dose level to be tested is dose level i and the new cohort of 3 patients is treated at dose level i,

- If there is no DLT among the first cohort of 3 patients treated at dose level i, then dose escalation is recommended.
- If there is 1 DLT among the first cohort of 3 patients treated at dose level i, an additional cohort of 3 patients will be entered and treated at dose i.
- If there is no DLT among the second cohort of 3 patients treated at dose level i, dose escalation is recommended.
- If there is 1 or more DLT among the second cohort of 3 patients treated at dose level i, then dose i-1 will be determined as the MTD.
- If there are 2 or 3 DLTs among the first cohort of 3 patients treated at dose level i, then dose i-1 will be determined directly as the MTD.

2.1.2. Standard 3 + 3 phase I design with dose de-escalation

To execute a Phase I clinical trial using the rule-based standard 3 + 3 design with dose de-escalation, the work flow for each dose level is as shown in Fig. 2. Starting from dose level 1, a cohort of 3 patients is entered and treated at the recommended dose level. The next cohort of 3 patients will be held until the toxicity responses of the previous cohort of 3 patients have been obtained and the newly recommended dose level has been determined. Assuming that the newly recommended dose level to be tested is dose level i and the new cohort of 3 patients is treated at dose level i,

- If there is no DLT among the first cohort of 3 patients treated at dose level i, then dose escalation is recommended.
- If there is 1 DLT among the first cohort of 3 patients treated at dose level i, an additional cohort of 3 patients will be entered and treated at dose i.
- If there is no DLT among the second cohort of 3 patients treated at dose level i, dose escalation is recommended.
- If there is 1 or more DLT among the second cohort of 3 patients treated at dose level i, dose i-1 will be determined as the MTD.
- If there are 2 or 3 DLTs among the first cohort of 3 patients treated at dose level i, then dose i-1 will be determined directly as the MTD.

When dose de-escalation is recommended:

- If 6 patients have already been treated at the dose i-1, and none or 1 out of the 6 patients in two cohorts experience DLT at dose i-1, dose i-1 will be determined as the MTD.
If only one cohort of 3 patients has been treated at the dose $i-1$ and no DLTs were observed among the 3 patients, an additional cohort of 3 patients will be entered and treated at dose level $i-1$.

- If none or 1 out of the new cohort of 3 patients experiences a DLT, then dose level $i-1$ will be determined as the MTD.
- If 2 or 3 patients out of the new cohort of 3 patients experience a DLT, further dose de-escalation is required and a further lower dose level (such as dose level $i-2$) will be tested. The procedure of dose de-escalation will repeat until a MTD is determined or all dose levels have been determined to be over-toxic and no MTD is determined.

Calculations of operating characteristics have been reported by previous researchers [18,19]. Summarization of the equations can be found in the support information section.

2.2. Software programming

Based on the input values of true probabilities of a DLT, at each dose level, the probabilities of 0 and 1 patient out of every first cohort of 3 patients experiencing a DLT are calculated as $P_{0/3}^{dl}$ and $P_{1/3}^{dl}$ (dl stands for dose level), respectively. Using these probabilities, we are able to calculate, given $P_{0/3}^{dl}$ and $P_{1/3}^{dl}$, the probabilities of 0, 1, or more patients out of the two cohorts of 3 patients per cohort at each dose level as $P_{0/3}^{dl}$, $P_{1/3}^{dl}$, and $P_{3}^{dl}$, respectively. Probabilities $P_{0/3}^{dl}$ and $P_{1/3}^{dl}$ can be easily interpreted as probabilities of dose escalation and de-escalation, respectively. In addition, $P_{3}^{dl}$ only applies to the MTD dose level in scenarios with dose de-escalation and can be interpreted as the case in which dose escalation is indicated with 0 out of 3 DLTs in the first cohort at a particular dose level and upon dose de-escalation, none or only 1 patient at that particular dose level experiencing a DLT. The probability of dose de-escalation or stopping (for scenarios without de-escalation) $P_{1/3}^{dl}$ is calculated by the formula $(1 - P_{1/3}^{dl} - P_{3}^{dl})$. These intermediate parameters enable us to calculate the final operating characteristics of each scenario. Having obtained the aforementioned intermediate parameters, we then can calculate the operating characteristics for scenarios with and without dose de-escalation.

For the scenario without dose de-escalation, the probability of each dose level $x$ being chosen as the MTD is given by the product of summation of $P_{0/3}^{dl}$ and $P_{1/3}^{dl}$ of all dose levels lower than or equal to $x$ multiplied by $P_{0/3}^{x+1}$, where $dl = x + 1$. Special case considerations are given to situations where all doses are overly toxic and where all doses are under toxic. For all doses being overly toxic, the probability of dose level (0) being chosen as the MTD is given as $P_{1/3}^{dl}$. For all doses being under toxic, the probability of dose level (max dose) being chosen as the MTD is given by the product of summation of $P_{0/3}^{dl}$ and $P_{1/3}^{dl}$ of all dose levels.

The expected number of patients treated at each dose level $k$ is obtained under all possibilities of each dose level chosen as the MTD. If the MTD dose level $x \geq k$, then dose level $k$ is expected to have either 3 patients among whom none experience a DLT or 6 patients among whom none or only 1 out of 6 experiences a DLT ($P_{0/3}^{dl} + P_{1/3}^{dl}$). If dose level $x$ chosen as the MTD is equal to $k-1$, then the dose level is expected to have either 3 or 6 patients among whom more than or equal to 1 patient experiences a DLT ($1 - P_{0/3}^{dl} - P_{1/3}^{dl}$). If dose level $x$ chosen as the MTD is smaller than $k-1$, then no patients are expected to be treated without dose de-escalation. And the trial will not escalate to that dose level. Each dose level has probabilities for each scenario associated with the MTDs at all possible dose levels. The expected number of patients treated at each dose level $k$ is given by the summation of product of the probability of all dose levels $x$ chosen as the MTD and the number of patients (3/6) with coefficient of probability for each scenario given each respective dose level $x$ is chosen as the MTD.

For standard $3 + 3$ design with dose de-escalation, the probability of each dose level $x$ being chosen as the MTD is given by a product of combinations of probabilities. The combinations of probabilities for each dose level consist of the possibilities of dose de-escalation at all doses higher than dose $x$. Calculations are similar to that for the standard $3 + 3$ design without dose de-escalation. The expected number of patients treated at each dose level for designs with dose de-escalation can also be calculated analogously. However, in addition to considering all possible possibilities for dose levels chosen as the MTD, all possible dose levels from which dose de-escalation starts are considered with respect to each and every dose level chosen as the MTD.
TTL is calculated by summation of the probabilities of each dose level chosen as the MTD multiplied by their respective true probabilities of a DLT, divided by summation of all probabilities of dose level being chosen as the MTD. The expected number of patients experiencing a DLT at each dose level is given by the product of true probabilities of a DLT and the expected number of patients treated at each dose level. Finally, the total number of patients expected to be treated is given by the summation of the expected number of patients treated at all dose levels.

For detailed calculation formulae, please refer to the support information section. Initial scripts were created for different scenarios of dose escalation scheme and number of dose levels. Calculations were validated using past simulation data. To enhance usability for users without programming background, a Shiny app was created with user-friendly interfaces for direct input and output. However, this still requires users to install R and RStudio in addition to the Shiny app. Therefore, a deploy package was created which includes Portable R for quick and convenient access to R and GoogleChromePortable to yield an accessible user interface.

Packages such as Shiny and ggplot2 were used to create the interactive statistical software. JavaScript was used to create dynamic input forms. HTML/CSS was used to create a user-friendly and aesthetically pleasing user interface.

3. Results and discussion

Estimating key operating characteristics under different scenarios of the true probability of a DLT prior to clinical trial planning facilitates the dose-finding process. Currently, there is no existing software to facilitate obtaining these important data, so clinicians without advanced statistical and programming knowledge must rely on statisticians to execute these calculations. Our statistical software fulfills this important need in the Phase I clinical trial planning process by offering an interactive and straightforward interface for users without statistical and programming knowledge. The five key operating characteristics are calculated and delivered in both tables and plots. Users can download our software in a zip file, and deploy by unzipping the zip file and clicking the “Run” file inside the folder. Since the program is Google Chrome portable and R-portable, no further installation of any supporting JVM or R is required.

3.1. User-friendly software

A step-by-step guide to using our statistical software follows:

Step 1. Users choose to calculate operating characteristics for standard 3 + 3 design with or without dose de-escalation (Fig. 3). Users should also keep in mind that, compared to the standard 3 + 3 design without dose de-escalation, the standard 3 + 3 design with dose de-escalation tends to be more conservative when estimating the MTD dose levels and requires a higher total number of patients since the de-escalation procedure re-evaluates previous dose levels tested with only 3 patients. The default option for the software is set to the standard 3 + 3 design without dose de-escalation.

Step 2. Users can select the number of dose levels according to their needs (Fig. 3). The input number will be used to generate the corresponding number of dose levels for inputting the true probability of a DLT and dosage (optional) for each dose level in the next step. After filling in the total number of dose levels, users will click ‘Next’.

Step 3. In this step, users can input the true probability of a DLT and dosage (optional) for each dose level (Fig. 4). These data usually come from the results of previous animal experiments. The dosage of the agent for each dose level is not needed for the calculation of various operating characteristics. Therefore, it is completely optional for the users (dose levels without dosage value input will appear as ‘NA’ in the final results). However, the probability of a DLT for each dose level is necessary since all calculations are based on the true probability of a DLT. A numeric value of $0 < p < 1$ is required for each dose level. Users will click ‘Calculate’ to obtain the operating characteristics.

Step 4. All operating characteristics are calculated and delivered in tables and plots according to the input true probability of a DLT of each dose level. Users obtain the results in both table and plot formats by clicking the “Save” buttons on the user interfaces. For plots, users can choose to download each file individually in the png format, or download all plots together in pdf format.

A User Manual can be found in the user interface detailing step-by-step instructions for the usage of our statistical software along with an introduction to the general characteristics of the standard 3 + 3 Phase I clinical trial design.

3.2. Interpreting calculation results

The calculated outputs are summarized in two forms: tables and plots. Users can toggle through Table Output and Plot Output pages to view calculation results (Figs. 4 and 5). All output files can be downloaded into users’ local directories in csv and pdf format for further editing.

In the table output, the five key operating characteristics are listed clearly for each dose level: 1) Probability of each dose level chosen as the MTD, 2) Expected number of patients treated at each dose level, 3) Expected number of DLTs at each dose level, 4) Expected probability of a DLT at the MTD, 5) Expected total number of patients experiencing a DLT. Other operating characteristics are also listed, such as the overall rate of a DLT, probability of all dose levels being over toxic, and expected overall number of patients. One is unable to determine the MTD in the following situations: when dose escalation is not indicated at dose level 1 (MTD = dose 0), and dose level 0 (probability of all dose levels being over toxic) has the highest probability of being chosen as the MTD. But when dose escalation is indicated at the highest dose level, the highest dose level is chosen as the MTD if no additional higher dose level will be added and tested.

These characteristics are particularly important to clinicians because, with knowledge of the agent under investigation, clinicians can run scenarios to effectively predict the optimal dosages for treatment. As our simulation will show, under-toxic drugs have a lower overall rate of a DLT and will treat more patients overall while over-toxic drugs have a higher rate of a DLT and will treat fewer patients overall. If the tested drug is shown to be particularly toxic in animal testing, clinicians should pre-schedule conservative dosing to prevent irreversible toxicity in patients. The less aggressive scenarios (maximum true probability of DLT < 0.3) should be executed to reduce the overall rate of toxicity. On the other hand, if the tested agent is not expected to produce significant toxicity, clinicians should schedule aggressive dosing to achieve maximum therapeutic effect. The more aggressive scenarios (minimum true probability of DLT > 0.3) should be executed to quickly achieve the MTD while avoiding under-dosing too many patients. The dose level with the highest probability of being chosen as the MTD is usually the estimated MTD. Once scenarios are run according to previous estimations of the true probability of a DLT of the investigational agent, clinicians can begin the trial with a starting dose lower than the estimated MTD. After the trial is started, clinicians can observe patient DLTs with respect to dosages. Clinicians can further adjust the dose levels to be tested when running scenarios according to patient response. For example, if the toxicity of agent appears to be less severe and irreversible than expected from animal models, the clinician can run more overly aggressive scenarios to adjust the MTD estimation. On the other hand, if the toxicity of agent appears to be more severe and irreversible than expected from animal models, the clinician can exclude the more overly toxic dose levels from the study to avoid over-dosing patients. Therefore, our statistical software is useful in both...
Fig. 3. Software package “Calculator for Operating Characteristics of 3 + 3 Designs”: Step 1 for selecting clinical trial design and the total number of dose levels; Step 2 for inputting the True Probability of Dose Limiting Toxicity (required) and dosage (optional) for each dose level.

Fig. 4. Tables showing the data summary of calculation results for each dose level from the software package “Calculator for Operating Characteristics of 3 + 3 Designs”.
simulation and maintenance purposes. In addition, for investigators applying for grants to support Phase I clinical trials, operating characteristics are often required as necessary information by the review committees. With our statistical software, those operating characteristics are easily obtainable.

There are limited resources available to clinicians for calculating key operating characteristics of rule-based standard 3 + 3 clinical trial designs [20,21]. Several applications such as EWOC V2.0 facilitate the usage of advanced statistical designs, but have no user-friendly interface, making these difficult for clinicians to utilize [21]. To maximize work efficiency of users, our statistical software can be used on any Windows computer without installing R).

### 3.3. Multiple scenario simulations

Multiple simulations were run for standard 3 + 3 designs with and without dose de-escalation in scenarios with different dose levels and distributions of true probability of a DLT for the agent. Operating characteristics of under-toxic, moderate-toxic, and over-toxic scenarios with 3, 6 and 10 dose levels were calculated and compared (Tables...
For each different dose level, progressing from under-toxic to over-toxic scenarios, we consistently observed decreases in the dose level with the highest probability of being chosen as the MTD and the expected total number of patients and an increase in the overall rate of toxicity. In addition, as the true probability of a DLT increases, fewer patients are expected to be treated, which mitigates the toxicity effect on patients. In all over-toxic scenarios, the probabilities of all dose levels being over-toxic (probability of dose level 0 being chosen as the MTD) were all above 50% and were highest among all, suggesting that our software could indeed detect situations in which drugs are over-toxic and recommend a less toxic MTD. The targeted toxicity level (TTL, expected probability of a DLT at the MTD) increased as the distribution of the true probability of a DLT of a drug shifted to the right and as dose levels increased, ranging from below 15% in under-toxic scenarios with 3 dose levels to a maximum of no more than 33.3% in over-toxic scenarios with 10 dose levels.

### Table 2
Operating characteristics of standard 3 + 3 clinical trial designs with dose de-escalation in under/moderate/over-toxic conditions with 3 dose levels, calculated using the software package “Calculator for Operating Characteristics of 3 + 3 Designs”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dose level</th>
<th>Under-toxic</th>
<th>Moderately-toxic</th>
<th>Over-toxic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True probability of DLT</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of the dose level chosen as MTD</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>0.625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected number of patients treated at the dose level</td>
<td>3.663</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>3.662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected number of DLT at the dose level</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>0.732</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3
Operating characteristics of standard 3 + 3 clinical trial designs without dose de-escalation in under/moderate/over-toxic conditions with 6 dose levels, calculated using the software package “Calculator for Operating Characteristics of 3 + 3 Designs”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dose level</th>
<th>Under-toxic</th>
<th>Moderately-toxic</th>
<th>Over-toxic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True probability of DLT</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of the dose level chosen as MTD</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected number of patients treated at the dose level</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>3.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected number of DLT at the dose level</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4
Operating characteristics of standard 3 + 3 clinical trial designs with dose de-escalation in under/moderate/over-toxic conditions with 6 dose levels, calculated using the software package “Calculator for Operating Characteristics of 3 + 3 Designs”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dose level</th>
<th>Under-toxic</th>
<th>Moderately-toxic</th>
<th>Over-toxic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True probability of DLT</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of the dose level chosen as MTD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected number of patients treated at the dose level</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected number of DLT at the dose level</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1–6).
### Table 5
Operating characteristics of standard 3 + 3 clinical trial designs without dose de-escalation in under/moderate/over-toxic conditions with 10 dose levels, calculated using the software package “Calculator for Operating Characteristics of 3 + 3 Designs”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dose level</th>
<th>Under-toxic</th>
<th>Moderately-toxic</th>
<th>Over-toxic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True probability of DLT</td>
<td>0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3</td>
<td>0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5</td>
<td>0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage</td>
<td>10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100</td>
<td>10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100</td>
<td>10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of the dose level chosen as MTD</td>
<td>0 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1</td>
<td>0 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1</td>
<td>0 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected number of patients treated at the dose level</td>
<td>3.3 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 2.9 2.4 1.9 1.3 0.7</td>
<td>3.3 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4</td>
<td>3.3 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected number of DLT at the dose level</td>
<td>0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1</td>
<td>0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1</td>
<td>0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Other Characteristics
- Expected probability of DLT at MTD: 0.148, 0.194, 0.321
- Overall rate of DLT: 0.118, 0.153, 0.322
- Probability of all dose levels being over toxic: 0.01, 0.95, 0.305
- Expected overall number of patients: 25.779, 19.447, 7.878
- Expected overall number of DLT: 3.051, 2.972, 2.54

### Table 6
Operating characteristics of standard 3 + 3 clinical trial designs with dose de-escalation in under/moderate/over-toxic conditions with 10 dose levels, calculated using the software package “Calculator for Operating Characteristics of 3 + 3 Designs”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dose level</th>
<th>Under-toxic</th>
<th>Moderately-toxic</th>
<th>Over-toxic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True probability of DLT</td>
<td>0.03 0.05 0.07 0.1 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.22 0.26 0.3</td>
<td>0.03 0.05 0.07 0.1 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.22 0.26 0.3</td>
<td>0.03 0.05 0.07 0.1 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.22 0.26 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage</td>
<td>10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100</td>
<td>10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100</td>
<td>10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of the dose level chosen as MTD</td>
<td>0.03 0.05 0.09 0.11 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.12 0.08 0.08</td>
<td>0.03 0.05 0.09 0.11 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.12 0.08 0.08</td>
<td>0.03 0.05 0.09 0.11 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.12 0.08 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected number of patients treated at the dose level</td>
<td>3.33 3.5 3.64 3.68 3.52 3.23 2.76 2.15 1.44 0.74</td>
<td>3.33 3.5 3.64 3.68 3.52 3.23 2.76 2.15 1.44 0.74</td>
<td>3.33 3.5 3.64 3.68 3.52 3.23 2.76 2.15 1.44 0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected number of DLT at the dose level</td>
<td>0.1 0.18 0.26 0.37 0.42 0.48 0.5 0.47 0.38 0.22</td>
<td>0.1 0.18 0.26 0.37 0.42 0.48 0.5 0.47 0.38 0.22</td>
<td>0.1 0.18 0.26 0.37 0.42 0.48 0.5 0.47 0.38 0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Other Characteristics
- Expected probability of DLT at MTD: 0.146, 0.185, 0.319
- Overall rate of DLT: 0.12, 0.157, 0.322
- Probability of all dose levels being over toxic: 0.01, 0.01, 0.552
- Expected overall number of patients: 27,981, 21,895, 9,001
- Expected overall number of DLT: 3.369, 3.43, 2.9
Comparing standard 3 + 3 designs with and without dose de-escalation, we observed that without dose de-escalation, the TTL was higher while the probability of all doses being over-toxic, the expected overall number of DLTs, and the expected overall number of patients were always lower, though the differences decreased as the number of dose levels increased. These observations corroborate that standard 3 + 3 clinical trial designs with dose de-escalation are more conservative in recommending the MTD while involving more patients, since additional steps are involved in dose de-escalation.

4. Conclusions

We describe the development of stand-alone interactive software for the convenient calculation of the five key operating characteristics of rule-based standard 3 + 3 Phase I clinical trial designs under different scenarios and parameters. Our statistical software, entitled “Calculator for Operating Characteristics of 3 + 3 Designs”, is a valuable tool for clinical trial practitioners and is convenient to use during the planning stages of a Phase I clinical trial. Users can freely and easily download our stand-alone software and use without any programming or statistical knowledge, following the step-by-step instructions provided. The calculation results generated are summarized in tables and displayed in graphs, all of which can be downloaded and saved by the user for further use. Standard 3 + 3 designs continue to be the most widely used design for Phase I clinical trials, thus our software will facilitate the conduct of Phase I clinical trials and contribute to improving healthcare [22]. This is the first version of the statistical software and we will continue to improve its functionality. Any feedback regarding our software is greatly appreciated and will be valuable in creating future versions.
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